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Ancient Rome in the English novel: a study in English historical fiction 2023-07-09 ancient rome in the english novel a study in english historical fiction by
randolph faries published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non
fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital
format
Rome 2019-05-28 this magnificent love letter to rome stephen greenblatt tells the story of the eternal city through pivotal moments that defined its history from
the early roman republic through the renaissance and the reformation to the german occupation in world war two an erudite history that reads like a page turner
maria semple rome the eternal city it is a hugely popular tourist destination with a rich history famed for such sites as the colosseum the forum the pantheon st
peter s and the vatican in no other city is history as present as it is in rome today visitors can stand on bridges that julius caesar and cicero crossed walk around
temples in the footsteps of emperors visit churches from the earliest days of christianity this is all the more remarkable considering what the city has endured over
the centuries it has been ravaged by fires floods earthquakes and most of all by roving armies these have invaded repeatedly from ancient times to as recently as
1943 many times romans have shrugged off catastrophe and remade their city anew matthew kneale is one step ahead of most other roman chroniclers the new
york times book review he paints portraits of the city before seven pivotal assaults describing what it looked like felt like smelled like and how romans both rich
and poor lived their everyday lives he shows how the attacks transformed rome sometimes for the better with drama and humor he brings to life the city of
augustus of michelangelo and bernini of garibaldi and mussolini and of popes both saintly and very worldly rome is exciting gripping a slow roller coaster ride
through the fortunes of a place deeply entangled in its past the wall street journal
The Victorians and Ancient Rome 1997-04-21 the victorians ancient rome norman vance has written the first full length study of the impact on victorian britain of
the history and literature of ancient rome his comprehensive account shows how not only scholars and poets but also engineers soldiers scientists and politicians
gained inspiration from the writing theory and practice of their roman predecessors the roman theme is traced in nineteenth century painting and music as well as
literature and political discussion there are chapters on the imaginative influence throughout the nineteenth century of five major roman poets framed by other
chapters on rome and european revolutions nineteenth century versions of roman history fictions of rome imperialism and decadence attention is also paid to the
influence of developments in archaeology both at rome and pompeii and at romano british sites professor vance provides a fascinating account of the sense of
connection victorian britain felt with the roman experience a connection made the more complex because britain had once been a roman colony and because
christianity took hold and spread under the roman empire
Ancient Rome I 1999-09-01 ancient rome i provides an overview of the origins and growth of the roman empire up to the first triumvirate of caesar pompey and
crassus special emphasis is given to the sociology of life in ancient rome the lives of ordinary women children and families as well as to the great political and
cultural achievements which shaped the course of the western world internal and external conflicts are also vividly documented in this richly illustrated text
challenging map exercises and review questions encourage meaningful reflection and historical analysis a unit test and answer key are included
Cookery and Dining in Imperial Rome 1977-01-01 oldest known cookbook in existence offers readers a clear picture of what foods romans ate and how they
prepared them from fig fed pork to rose pie 49 illustrations
Ancient Rome and Modern America; a Comparative Study of Morals and Manners 2013-09 this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers
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can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1914 edition excerpt m the trial of piso
iv t early a century had passed since the trial of verres and more than eighty years since the trial of clodius the quarrels of the roman aristocracy which had given
birth to those two extraordinary and sensational trials had kindled the spark of two dreadful civil wars in the course of which the empire had narrowly escaped
complete dissolution gradually however order had been re established from the midst of the discords of the aristocracy one family had emerged and succeeded in
acquiring preponderating influence the family of the caesars first augustus for forty two years and for the three years succeeding his death his stepson and adopted
son tiberius had governed the state as principes or life presidents accumulating in their own hands powers of the most diverse kinds the supreme command of the
legions the presidency of the senate the high priesthood the surveillance of the most important provinces and at the same time making every effort to keep the
ancient machinery of republican government working with as little friction as possible under such widely different conditions and in control of an empire of so
much vaster extent no law had laid it down that this power should be hereditary but the force of circumstances the exhaustion of the ancient nobility the weakness
of the senate the dying out of all the parties and all the powerful cabals which for centuries had bulked so large in the republic made of this family little by little
the mistress of the empire s destinies if however the violent disputes of parties no longer raged in the senate if blows were no longer exchanged in the forum
when the election of the magistrates or the discussion of the laws was toward if the
ANCIENT ROME & MODERN AMER MIC 2016-08-24 the great spectacles of ancient rome have become proverbial for their cruelty bloodlust and glory in the
arena the games were savage and brutal gladiators fought each other to the death wild animals were put to fight each other and criminals were executed by
barbaric means military victories were marked by the triumphs when generals pa
Ancient Rome and Modern America 1977-03 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Age of Gladiators 2005-01-15 the sweeping story of the city of rome told through twenty two moments that shaped its history a times history book of the year
vivid pacey superb the times grand narrative underpinned by serious reading guardian confident elegant admirably ambitious daily mail from romulus and remus
to the films of fellini rome has always exerted a hold on the world s imagination now ferdinand addis brings the city of rome to life by concentrating on vivid
episodes from its long and unimaginably rich history each beautifully composed chapter is an evocative self contained narrative whether it is the murder of caesar
the near destruction of the city by the gauls in 387 bc the construction of the colosseum and the fate of the gladiators bernini s creation of the baroque masterpiece
that is st peter s basilica the brutal crushing of republican dreams in 1849 the sinister degeneration of mussolini s first state or the magical corrupt rome of fellini s la
dolce vita this is an epic kaleidoscopic history of a city indelibly associated with republicanism and dictatorship christian orthodoxy and its rivals high art and low
life in all its forms reviews for rome superb rome s history is written in blood and addis who has a vivid pacey writing style spares not the squeamish as he
describes three millennia of violence from the first kings to il duce the times this is a confident elegant account of the city s progress addis s version is admirably
ambitious and succeeds splendidly in a task that would daunt lesser authors daily mail addis brings rome s history alive through grand narrative the snappy
paragraphs are underpinned by serious reading addis s chosen formula is to serve up selected highlights but to come at them from quirky angles guardian from its
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ancient foundation to the second world war via gauls ghettos and gladiators its 22 chapters focus on the themes of individuals myths and beliefs bbc world histories
he brings the myth of rome alive by concentrating on vivid episodes from its rich history this is a book about people and their experiences prejudices and beliefs
oxford times
Ancient Rome and Modern America 2015-08-24 nero fiddled while rome burned as catchy as that aphorism is it s sadly untrue even if it has a nice ring to it the
one thing nero is well known for is the one thing he actually didn t do but fear not the truth of his life his rule and what he did with unrestrained power is plenty
weird salacious and horrifying and he is not alone roman history from the very foundation of the city is replete with people and stories that shock our modern
sensibilities evil roman emperors puts the worst of rome s rulers in one place and offers a review of their lives and a historical context for what made them into
what they became it concludes by ranking them counting down to the worst ruler in rome s long history lucius tarquinius suburbus called peace conferences with
warring states only to slaughter foreign leaders commodus sold offices of the empire to the highest bidder caligula demanded to be worshipped as a god and
marched troops all the way to the ocean simply to collect seashells as proof of their conquest even the roman senate itself was made up of oppressors exploiters and
murderers of all stripes author phillip barlag profiles a host of evil roman rulers across the history of their empire along with the faceless governing bodies that
condoned and even carried out heinous acts roman history deviant or otherwise is a subject of endless fascination what s never been done before is to look at the
worst of the worst at the same time comparing them side by side and ranking them against one another until now
Rome 2018-09-06 the author marshals an abundance of archaeological and literary evidence as well as three decades of study and experience to present a wide
ranging account of the relations between romans and non romans along the frontiers of western europe from the last years of the republic into late antiquity
Evil Roman Emperors 2021-06-15 excerpt from society and politics in ancient rome essays and sketches the papers which are included in this volume have been
written at intervals during the last ten or fifteen years two of them literature and the common people of rome and roman women in the trades and the professions
are now published for the first time the others have appeared in the transactions of the american philological association the arena the classical journal classical
philology modem philology the new england magazine the sewanee review scribner s magazine and the yale review and to the publishers of these periodicals the
writer is indebted for permission to reproduce them here the social political and literary questions which are discussed in them the participation of women in
public life municipal politics the tendencies of parliamentary government realism in fiction the influence of the theatre and like matters were not peculiar to
roman civilization but they are of all time and confront all civilized peoples about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Rome and the Barbarians, 100 B.C.–A.D. 400 2003-11-04 bloomer s study is cultural history at its best he grasps the inner workings of roman education together
with its goal of creating a particular type of adult the range of sources used is impressive and familiar material takes on new significance when viewed with
bloomer from the perspective of the child at his tablet this is an important book for classicists and for anyone interested in the history of education thomas habinek
author of the politics of latin literature writing identity and empire in ancient rome in this authoritative book martin bloomer studies roman education not only as a
process of cultural hegemony that worked through the repetition of exercises and practices but also as a vehicle that allowed some male members of the elite to
reach a remarkable ability and success i particularly applaud his illuminating study of upper education as it projected an idealized social order this training and
display of stylized speech prepared the protagonists for the social system of patriarchy patronage and imperial administration education in ancient rome could not
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have found a more perceptive and competent treatment raffaella cribiore author of gymnastics of the mind greek education in hellenistic and roman egypt
Ancient Rome and Modern America 1904 this companion to the classical quarterly contains reviews of new work dealing with the literatures and civilizations of
ancient greece and rome over 300 books are reviewed each year
Society and Politics in Ancient Rome 2015-06-14 this study introduces a question somewhat disregarded or discounted in recent years regarding the link between
the vestals and early christian consecrated virgins in a political interpretation of the ancient roman virginity cult this work demonstrates that female virginity was
understood by both christian and non christian romans as a symbolic analogue of the securely intact body politic
The lays of ancient Rome 1899 476 a d the roman empire riddled with corruption and staggered by centuries of barbarian onslaughts now faces its greatest
challenge not only to its wealth and prestige but to its very existence in his riveting novel the sword of attila michael curtis ford thrilled readers with his
recounting of a cataclysmic clash of ancient civilizations now in the fall of rome he takes on the bloody twilight of empire as the legacy of attila once thought
destroyed on the battlefield emerges again to defy the power of the western world in this powerful saga of roman warfare the sons of attila s great officers wage
battle with one another as the dramatic confrontation between rome s last emperor and rome s barbarian conqueror leads to the thrilling dénouement that becomes
the fall of a mighty empire pulsing with intrigue saturated with historical detail the fall of rome brings readers to new places pressed into the trenches as catapult
bolts fly overhead lurking within the palace where betrayal is plotted imprisoned in a tower stronghold where an emperor turns mad once again ford demonstrates
his mastery as a chronicler of battle honor and ancient worlds in this masterfully plotted epic novel that will leave readers begging for more praise for the novels of
michael curtis ford the sword of attila supremely well executed again ford offers solidly researched and lustily violent military historical fiction kirkus reviews the
last king michael curtis ford s love for the ancient world emanates from every page in his magical settings and spectacular re creation of monuments and landscapes
in his bold portraits of the protagonists and in his intriguing and swiftly moving plot valerio massimo manfredi author of the alexander trilogy and spartan this is
ford s best so far and only those who have read his first two know just how good that makes this book the statesman journal gods and legions powerful and
passionate a truly compelling story one not just of gods and legions but of men library journal starred review thanks to the author s excellent research of both his
subject and era the reader experiences this great man s transformation step by determined step highly recommended the historical novels review the ten thousand
a worthy successor to steven pressfield s gates of fire library journal starred review michael curtis ford s moving account of the fighting and dying of these heroic
greek mercenaries is not only historically sound but very human in making xenophon s tale come alive in a way that no ancient historian or classicist has yet
accomplished professor victor davis hanson author of the soul of battle
Cookery and Dining in Imperial Rome 1924 the magnificent and definitive history of the eternal city narrated by a master historian why does rome continue to
exert a hold on our imagination how did the caput mundi come to play such a critical role in the development of western civilization ferdinand addis addresses
these questions by tracing the history of the eternal city told through the dramatic key moments in its history from the mythic founding of rome in 753 bc via such
landmarks as the murder of caesar in 44 bc the coronation of charlemagne in ad 800 and the reinvention of the imperial ideal the painting of the sistine chapel the
trial of galileo mussolini s march on rome of 1922 the release of fellini s la dolce vita in 1960 and the occupy riots of 2011 city of the seven hills spiritual home of
catholic christianity city of the artistic imagination enduring symbol of our common european heritage rome has inspired charmed and tempted empire builders
dreamers writers and travelers across the twenty seven centuries of its existence ferdinand addis tells this rich story in a grand narrative style for a new generation
of readers
Cookery and Dining in Imperial Rome 1977 in ancient rome gladiators entertained audiences by battling each other sometimes to the death talk about awesome
action action files gladiators introduces children to the colorful history of these brave warriors the book brings history to life explaining and illustrating the different
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types of gladiators their armor and weapons and much more the 3 d lenticular cover detailed fact book information cards reusable stickers giant pull out poster and
activities combine to make this an educational and entertaining read an online component lets readers expand the fun onto the internet
... Cookery and Dining in Imperial Rome 1936 getorix has one last opportunity to gain his father s regard and earn welcome into the celtic otherworld as a hero at
almost fifteen winters he marches beside his father a defeated leader in the roman triumph a celebration that ends in death courage to face the ordeal of sacrifice
before the romans will truly be his man making instead the gods throw him entirely different challenges can getorix accept friendship with the roman who spares
his life if the cost is his honor can he face the realities of the world he lives in even if the truth is not as he has been taught modern readers will relate to the
difficulties these two youths from opposing cultures face in reconciling their differing experiences and value systems the ancient roman setting lends a fantastic
quality yet the political turmoil and social upheaval evoke parallels with our own time compelling tale of ancient rome the fully realized characters make the past
come alive for readers of any age sharyn mccrumb best selling author of prayers the devil answers thoroughly grounded in the world of ancient rome with its
convoluted political intrigues gives the reader a contemporary sense of being there tightly woven plot well developed characters and all the historical details
mental adventure film keeps the pages turning gloria houston best selling author of miss dorothy and her bookmobile booksense recommended read the story line
characters varying levels of roman illustrations add greatly to a reader s vision of what it may have been like to live in the century before christ bob spear
heartland reviews compelling novel both for young adults and adults that teaches a great deal about rome of about 100 bce trudi e jacobson historical novel review
swiftly moving action story great attention to detail a wonderful first novel n s gill guide to ancient classical history about com whopping adventure tale brings the
city and its inhabitants to life irene hahn roman history books and more superbly crafted and original midwest book review geary s knowledge of the roman
republic in the first century bce is intimate yet this book is a rattling good story devoted historical scholar and able storyteller schuyler kaufman cml magazine the
view of the life of roman slaves is one rarely seen particularly for young people the friendship between the two boys celt and roman both misfits in their own
cultures and how they help each other to grow touches deep chords ann chamberlin award winning author of gloria the merlin and the saint getorix the eagle and
the bull along with the curriculum co authored with sandra horton is recommended for classroom use by the nc dept of public instruction and by southern regional
education board in 16 other southern states
The School of Rome 2011-04-27 a comprehensive study of the manes their worship and their place in roman conceptions of their society in ancient rome it was
believed some humans were transformed into special empowered beings after death these deified dead known as the manes watched over and protected their
surviving family members possibly even extending those relatives lives but unlike the greek hero cult the worship of dead emperors or the christian saints the
manes were incredibly inclusive enrolling even those without social clout such as women and the poor among rome s deities the roman afterlife promised
posthumous power in the world of the living while the manes have often been glossed over in studies of roman religion this book brings their compelling story to
the forefront exploring their myriad forms and how their worship played out in the context of roman religion s daily practice exploring the place of the manes in
roman society charles king delves into roman beliefs about their powers to sustain life and bring death to individuals or armies examines the rituals the romans
performed to honor them and reclaims the vital role the manes played in the ancient roman afterlife king ranges widely across literary genres law epigraphy and
archaeology he provides a thorough rigorous and well documented study of an aspect of roman religion and culture that despite its importance has so far not
received due attention james b rives author of religion in the roman empire groundbreaking an invaluable resource for scholars of religion funerary practice and
afterlife in ancient rome and more generally king aims to use his model of variability in roman belief to show the cult of the dead as inclusive of all romans living
and deceased through extensive literary evidence and select cross cultural comparisons he largely succeeds this stands to become a foundational text antiquity king
presents many attractive impressions of roman society in his study king s major thesis that romans regarded their dead as gods thought about them communicated
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with them attended to them and intended to join them is conclusively presented bryn mawr classical review
The Classical Review 1887 brings together what historians anthropologists and philologists have learned about the family in ancient rome among the topics family
relations and the law marriage children in the roman family and the family through the life cycle annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
The Role of Vestal Virgins in Roman Civic Religion 2010 fans of philippa gregory will be entranced kate quinn s unforgettable third novel is a mesmerising story
of passion ambition and betrayal elle under its beloved emperor trajan the roman eagle spreads its wings advancing ever further into the untamed world but
neither trajan nor his reign can last for ever gladiator turned soldier vix is back in rome to make his fortune sabina the wayward daughter of a senator craves
adventure united by their devotion to the emperor vix and sabina are unaware that the wolves are gathering trajan s enigmatic empress has her own plans for
sabina and the aristocratic hadrian the empress s protégé conceals dark ambitions rooted in a secret prophecy when trajan falls the hardened warrior the
adventurous girl the shadowy empress and the scheming politician are caught in a deadly whirlwind that threatens to seal all their fates and that of the roman
empire itself from new york times and usa today bestselling author of the alice network and the huntress comes a powerful roman epic perfect for those who loved
the hbo mini series rome readers love kate quinn one of my absolute all time favourite books ever read it four times now and i still can t get enough of it reader
review i would recommend it to anyone reader review one of my favourites i highly recommend to anyone who enjoys roman history reader review wow what
a book this is the best book i have read for a really long time i couldn t put it down wow wow wow reader review a spellbinding novel that gripped me from the
start and i really can t wait to read the sequel reader review i love reading novels set in roman times and this was certainly one of the best i have read in a very
long time reader review
The Edinburgh Review 1889 raiders clad only in blue paint and celtic helmets strike in the heart of rome s wealthiest households at a monument to a roman
victory over the celts lucius lutatius son of the roman general is taken prisoner and the bull s head device found at the scene points to getorix son of the defeated
celtic leader getorix aided by two slaves from the lutatius household and an old druid must rescue lucius from the raiders then save him from members of his own
family if getorix is to fulfill his vow to honor his father with a sacrifice and return to his homeland based on the historical events of 100 bce at the pivot point
between the roman republic and the empire authentic setting dialogue and characterization beckon readers to travel to worlds of long ago the themes are as
applicable today as they were in the past foreword magazine fast paced and exciting story filled with great dialogue and lots of historical detail rome is brought to
life as a living breathing city everyday life and complicated politics are woven into the story without feeling crammed in and readers of all ages will be able to
relate to the characters very enjoyable and very recommended heather domin historical novel review the view of the life of roman slaves is one rarely seen
particularly for young people the friendship between the two boys celt and roman both misfits in their own cultures and how they help each other to grow
touches deep chords ann chamberlin award winning author of gloria the merlin and the saint rome at the height of its power when political and social intrigue ran
rampant hard to imagine a more exciting introduction to this vital period in our history terry roberts director of the national paideia center author of a short time to
stay here very few authors have the skill to pull their reader into the time and place as if they are actually there walking along the streets experiencing sights
sounds and smells judith geary does this with much finesse which this reviewer finds even more admirable due to the fact that she writes about ancient history
circa 100 bce her portrayal of the political turmoil in rome at that time through characters and scenarios is fascinating and informative the plot is fast moving and
suspenseful and readers will be reluctant to put the book aside christy tillery french midwest book review with deceptive ease judith geary leads the reader
through a maze of roman politics and religious thought the story is chock full of details of roman life during this historical period interwoven so skillfully in the
fabric of the pages the reader caught up in the unfolding drama is unaware of the impeccable research that went into the creation of this superbly ambitious novel
the story is peopled with characters from history as well as fictional characters sprouting from geary s fertile imagination suspense is established in the first pages
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sweeping the reader along with the mounting travails of the young protagonists until the very end there is no rest for the weary in this captivating tale of
friendship loyalty love political intrigue and honor danielle bussone all about women
The Fall of Rome 2007-05-15 ������������������������ �������������������� ���� ��� ���������� ������� ��������
������������ ����� ������������ ��������� ����������
The Eternal City 2020-07-21 a companion volume to the highly successful and widely used ancient greece this sourcebook is a valuable resource for students at all
levels studying ancient rome lynda garland and matthew dillon present an extensive range of material from the early republic to the assassination of julius caesar
providing a comprehensive coverage of all important documents pertaining to the roman republic ancient rome includes source material on political developments
in the roman republic 509 44 bc detailed chapters on social phenomena such as roman religion slavery and freedmen women and the family and the public face of
rome clear precise translations of documents taken not only from historical sources but also from inscriptions laws and decrees epitaphs graffiti public speeches
poetry private letters and drama concise up to date bibliographies and commentaries for each document and chapter a definitive collection of source material on the
roman republic all students of ancient rome and classical studies will find this textbook invaluable at all levels of study
From Ancient Rome to Rock 'n' Roll 2007-01-01 longlisted for the center for fiction first novel prize a massachusetts book award must read set amongst the scandal
wealth and upstairs downstairs politics of a roman family this addictively readable first novel kirkus reviews features the man who inspired the world s oldest
cookbook and the ambition that led to his destruction in the twenty sixth year of augustus caesar s reign marcus gavius apicius has a singular ambition to serve as
culinary adviser to caesar to cement his legacy as rome s leading epicure the wealthy apicius acquires a young chef thrasius for the exorbitant price of twenty
thousand denarii apicius believes that the talented thrasius is the key to his culinary success and with the slave s help he soon becomes known for his lavish parties
and sumptuous meals for his part thrasius finds a family among apicius s household which includes his daughter apicata his wife aelia and her handmaiden passia
with whom thrasius falls passionately in love but as apicius draws closer to his ultimate goal his dangerous single mindedness threatens his young family and places
his entire household at the mercy of the most powerful forces in rome a gastronomical delight associated press feast of sorrow is a vibrant novel replete with love
and betrayal politics and intrigue and sumptuous feasts that bring ancient rome to life
The Age of the Gladiators 2003 a wonderfully rich witty insightful and wide ranging portrait of the two plinys and their world sarah bakewell author of how to
live when pliny the elder perished at stabiae during the eruption of vesuvius in 79 ad he left behind an enormous compendium of knowledge his thirty seven
volume natural history and a teenaged nephew who revered him as a father grieving his loss pliny the younger inherited the elder s notebooks filled with pearls
of wisdom and his legacy at its heart the shadow of vesuvius is a literary biography of the younger man who would grow up to become a lawyer senator poet
collector of villas and chronicler of the roman empire from the dire days of terror under emperor domitian to the gentler times of emperor trajan a biography that
will appeal to lovers of mary beard books it is also a moving narrative about the profound influence of a father figure on his adopted son interweaving the younger
pliny s letters with extracts from the elder s natural history daisy dunn paints a vivid compellingly readable portrait of two of antiquity s greatest minds
Getorix 2016-07-07 a comprehensive treatment of the classical world in film and television a companion to ancient greece and rome on screen closely examines the
films and tv shows centered on greek and roman cultures and explores the tension between pagan and christian worlds written by a team of experts in their fields
this work considers productions that discuss social settings as reflections of their times and as indicative of the technical advances in production and the economics of
film and television productions included are a mix of hollywood and european spanning from the silent film era though modern day television series and topics
discussed include hollywood politics in film soundtrack and sound design high art and low art european art cinemas and the ancient world as comedy written for
students of film and television as well as those interested in studies of ancient rome and greece a companion to ancient greece and rome on screen provides
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comprehensive current thinking on how the depiction of ancient greece and rome on screen has developed over the past century it reviews how films of the
ancient world mirrored shifting attitudes towards christianity the impact of changing techniques in film production and fascinating explorations of science fiction
and technical fantasy in the ancient world on popular tv shows like star trek babylon 5 battlestar galactica and dr who
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